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“The ethical perception of brands is generally improving,
even within sectors that have previously struggled with
negative connotations, such as financial services. These
rising standards mean that there is little room for
complacency among brands. Anyone content to merely
maintain the status quo is at risk of falling behind
competing brands that are raising their own standards.”
– Richard Hopping, Brand and Household Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
Mintel’s brand research shows that consumers’ perception of how ethical brands are has improved over
the last few years. Increasing regulation, social media coverage and changing consumer habits are all
likely to be having an impact on the way consumers see brands. While this is a positive development, it
also increases the risk that any complacency among brands could lead to them falling behind their
peers. It’s vital for brands to strive for continual improvement to keep up with competitors.
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16-34s tend to be more convinced of brands’ ethics compared to older groups. While this suggests that
younger people are more influenced by brand activity or more engaged with ethics in general, it also
suggests that older groups are likely to hold brands to higher standards.
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Mainstream bank brands signify improving perceptions
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Mobile networks improve ethical perception in service provider sector
Figure 34: Top ranking of brands in the technology service provider sector, by agreement with “ethical”, January 2015-June 2017
The run-up to data roaming may have boosted perceptions
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Lower ethical standards in tech service may present opportunity

Travel
The Co-operative Travel maintains ethical image
Premium airlines benefit from halo effect
Figure 35: Top ranking of brands in the travel sector, by agreement with “ethical”, January 2015-June 2017
Online travel aggregators benefit from an altruistic purpose
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BPC brands most likely to be considered ethical
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Little difference between genders
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More experience of brands = more favourable image
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Brands with a male bias
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Brands with a female bias
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16-34s more likely to describe brands as ethical
Figure 42: Average agreement with “ethical” across all brands, by age, January 2015-June 2017
Younger groups show favourability towards brands
Older groups hold brands to more stringent standards
Figure 43: Top-scoring ethical company indicators, by age, May 2015
Similar story across sectors
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Usage may be a defining factor…
…in conjunction with the perception of being natural

Household Income and Ethics
High income groups see brands as more ethical
Figure 46: Average agreement with “ethical” across brands, by household income, January 2015-June 2017
Exposure to finance and fashion brands may influence ethical profile
Figure 47: Average agreement with “ethical” across brands, by sector, by household income, January 2015-June 2017
Higher incomes give people the chance to act on their ethics
Figure 48: Usage of the brands with the highest agreement with “ethical”, by household income, January 2015-June 2017

Shifts in Ethical Perceptions
Improving standards across the board
Figure 49: Average ethical score for brands covered in 2012-13 and 2016-17, January 2012-June 2017
Time as a healer: financial services brands
Figure 50: Agreement with “ethical” for selected financial services brands, 2012/13 and 2016/17
Lifting in standards in the financial services industry could squeeze out ethical specialists
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Figure 51: HM Treasury confirmation of sugar levies on soft drinks companies, March 2017
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Figure 52: Heineken Moderate Drinkers Wanted campaign, 2016
Figure 53: Agreement with “ethical” for selected alcoholic drink brands, 2012 and 2016
Adjusting menus: driving ethicality in foodservice
Figure 54: Agreement with “ethical” for selected foodservice brands, 2012/13 and 2016/17
Increasing usage increases favourability
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